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Namaste Earth Angels,
It’s been a while since I have written you; this winter has been my personal hibernation and reflection period. I took some time to evaluate and reflect on my current state to continue to consciously resolve those things that do not bring me peace. An important lesson that I have learned from my
hibernation is to take time to enjoy the process, often I spend so much time trying to get to the result or the next step that I forget to enjoy the scenery
on my journey. I did not come into this life time to struggle or suffer; life is supposed to be fun and I have decided that going through the darkness to
see the light is not always a necessary step that life has to take. Darkness is a perception when we do not understand or accept that we are where
we are (It’s ok) and that we have everything we need to clear this perception. I have stated many times that we are loved and there are no words
to express how true that is., there is so much available to use all we just have to use a little bit of faith and muster the courage to ask for help when
we do not have the answer. The universe will not judge you for not getting it right the first time or condemn you for not listening to their guidance
they patiently wait for you to awaken.

Some of you may be in your hibernation period, I encourage you to accept this as a much needed time of rest, use this time for healing and a time for awareness preparing you for your personal spring. I have been guided to take a different approach with the next
couple of newsletters, each newsletter will reflect exercises and or techniques that will help you enjoy the scenery.
Much love to you,
Satari

Celebrate!:”The power of my Higher Self is now fully in action. Magnificent successes are
coming into my life. I welcome these successes with joy and gratitude. I celebrate the
abundance and the kindness of the Universe”.
Messages from the Universe Affirmations

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here
satari.angel@satariamber.com
www.satariamber.com

Please feel free to post any questions or comments on the “Angel Blog”

Events:
 May 26h 2007: Archangel Michael Channel, by Jashar






May 26th, 2007: Angel Cluster
June 2nd, 2007: Healing w/the Angel Children for Children
June 9th, 2007: Gott Roxx Metaphysical Group
September 8th, 2007: International Angel Day-Celebrating You!

